
Year 9

Half Term 1 - Similarities and Differences in the major
world religions

Half Term 2 - Are Religion and Science in Conflict? Half Term 3 - What is the role of Religion in conflicts?

Rationale - To be able to explain the similarities and
differences in the world's major religions.

Rationale - To study the evidence that could tell us if
Religion and Science are in conflict with each other.

Rationale - To study global conflicts and to look at the
role of religion in either causing the conflict or
preventing/ending a conflict.

Lessons:
1. Christianity TT
2. Islam
3. Judaism
4. Sikhism TT
5. Hinduism
6. Buddhism

Lessons:
1. Are religion and science in conflict?
2. Where did life come from? TT
3. What do religious people think about

evolution?
4. Are humans special? TT
5. Is there a purpose to life?
6. What is death and the soul?

Lessons:
1. Whose Life is it?
2. Can war ever be justified? TT
3. What is pacifism?
4. Why is there conflict in Israel/Palestine?
5. Can terrorists be religious? TT
6. What do religions have in common?

Half Term 4 - What are the origins of world religions? Half Term 5 and 6 - What are our rights and responsibilities?

Rationale - To study the origins of religions and be
able to explain why the answers offered by religion
became accepted

Rationale - to study the rights and responsibilities that humans have. This will mean that we look at human rights
and modern moral dilemmas to form our own opinions

Lessons:
1. How did religions start?
2. How did religions develop? TT
3. Humanism TT
4. Mormonism
5. Rastafarianism

Lessons:
1. Do humans have rights?
2. Are there religious rights?
3. Why are people punished?
4. Capital punishment
5. How can people defend their rights
6. Abortion
7. Prejudice and Discrimination
8. Do animals have rights?
9. Are we responsible for the planet?
10. Are the rich responsible for the poor?

TT (Transfer Task) - This is an in lesson assessment that will make up a part of the formal report at the end of every term.


